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Abstract. Structural properties of proper hard cores (generalized complexity cores) are studied. 
The setting involves a countable class C of sets of strings that is closed under finite union and 
under finite variation. For any set A let C,, denote the collection of all C E C such that C E A. 
Any s;rch A has a proper hardcore H: H c A and, for every C E CA, H A C is finite. The collection 
of all proper hard cores of A with respect o C (modulo finite differences) forms a lattice that is 
isomorphic to one of just three possible lattices. A set B is C&e/&e if, for any C E C,, there 
exists a C’E C, such that C’- C is infinite. The structure of the lattice of hard cores of A with 
respect to C depends only on the relationship between A and C If A is finite or in C, then the 
lattice is the trivial one-point lattice. If A is infinite, not in C, and not C-levelable, then the lattice 
is isomorphic to the lattice of all subsets of Z* (modulo finite subsets), where 2 = (0, I}. If A is 
C-levelable, then the lattice is isomorphic to a special lattice, P/@“‘. 
1. Introduction 
Recently there has been an intensive investigation of the properties of polynomial 
complexity cores. Recall that a set is considered to be “tractable” if and only if its 
membership roblem can be solved by an algorithm that runs within polynomial 
time, i.e., if the set is in the class P. Lynch [9] proved that if A is a recursive set 
not in P, then there exists a set X such that for every algorithm cy that recognizes 
A and every polynomial p, cu’s tinning time on x exceeds ~(1x1) on all but finitely 
many x E X; the set X is a polynomial complexity core for A; if X is a subset of A, 
then we call such a polynomial complexity core proper. Thus, io proper polynomial 
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complexity core X of a set A is a subset of A that is intrinsicall) ifficult to recognize 
(i.e., intractable). From Lynch’s proof it is easy to see that every ractable recursive 
set has a proper polynomial complexity Core. 
Orponen [ 10,l I] has studied the structure of the collection of proper 
complexity cores of a set of strings. No intractable set has a unique proper 
core since every subset of a core is a core, every finite variation of a core is a core, 
and the union of two cores is again a core. Considering the structure of the set 
r(A) of proper polynomial complexity cores of an arbitrary fdxUf&e set 
showed that r(A) generates an ideal (hence, a sublatti lattice of all subsets 
of A, module finite variations, and that this ideal is f and only if A has 
a maximal proper polynomial complexity core (module finite variations). Further- 
onen showed that there are only three types of lattice structures that can 
d to the ideal generated by any recursive set A based on its relationship 
with P: 
(i) If A is in P, then the ideal is lattice-isomorphic tothe one-point (trivial) lattice; 
(ii) If A is almost P-immune and not in P, then the ideal is lattice-isomorphic 
to the lattice generated by the powerset of C* (modulo finite variations); and 
(iii) If A is not almost P-immune, then the ideal is lattice-isomorphic to a special 
lattice, SW/ 9+? 
In this paper we generalize the work of Orponen in the setting of classes other 
than P, generalized complexity cores with respect o those classes, and arbitrary 
(not necessarily recursive) sets of strings. We show that Orponen’s classification of 
the structure of the polynomial complexity core lattices carries over to the more 
general case. In order to place our results in perspective, we provide a brief survey 
of sc+;ne of the recent developments on polynomial complexity cores. 
If a set A is not in P, then it is still possible for A to have an infinite subset B 
such that B is in P, such a set is called a P-approx~marion of A. If a set has no 
P-approximation, then the set is called P-immune. For any set A not in P, any proper 
polynomial complexity core of A is P-immune. BalcGzar and Schiining [l] showed 
that a set is P-immune if and only if it is a proper polynomial complexity core of itself. 
How can a set not in P fail to be P-immune? Orponen and Schiining [13] studied 
this question and were led to the following notion: a set A is called almost P-immune 
if it can be expressed as a disjoint union of a set in P and a proper polynomial 
complexity core of a Consider the lattice of subsets of C* specified by inclusion 
module finite differences. Orponen and Schoning showed that a set is almost 
P-immune if and only if it has a polynomial complexity core that is maximal with 
respect o inclusion, i.e., that is maximal in the polynomial complexity core lattice. 
Du, Isakowitz, and Russo [6] showed that a set A not in P is almost P-immune if 
and only if A h s a maximal P-apprcximation. Thus a set not in P has a maximal 
subset hat is intrinsically difficult to compute (i.e., intractable) if and only if it has 
a maximal subset hat is intrinsically easy to compute (i.e., tractable). 
ese results led to comprehensive study by Balcaizar, Du, Isakowitz, Orponen, 
Russo, and Schoning [ 1,5,6,10-171 of the properties and relationships between 
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polynomial complexity cores, P-immunity, P-approximations, the lattice of mm- 
plexity cores of a set, sparse complexity c3res, and other topics. 
In the present paper some of these results are extended to a much more general 
setting. In [4] the authors developed existence and density theorems for generalized 
complexity cores with respect o countable classes of sets with very few restriction. 
ese generalized complexity cores are called “hard cores” with respect o the 
appropriate class: a set .H is a hard core for set A with respect o C if, for every 
C E C such that C C_ A, C n H is finite. The classes considered here are countably 
infinite classes of countable sets of strings such that each class is closed under finite 
union and under finite variation; thus, the results apply when the classes are as 
general as the class of context-free languages or the class of regular sets on the one 
hand, and the class of recursive sets or the class of arithmetical sets on the other 
hand. The basic notions are defined in terms of elementary set theory in order to 
capture the fundamental ideas in the previous studies as well as to present concep- 
tually simple proofs. Only elementary methods are used in our proofs. The main 
result is the extension of Orponen’s results on the lattice of polynomial complexity 
cores of a given set to the setting of the lattice of proper hard cores of a set with 
respect to a countable class that is closed under finite union and under finite variation. 
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we review some of the 
definitions and results from [4]. 
Section 3 is devoted to the appropriate generalization of the notion of “p-levelable” 
sets. A set A is C-levelable if, for any set C E C such that C G A, there exists a set 
C’E C such that C’E A and C’- C is infinite. It is shown in Theorem 3.7 that if 
C is closed under finite intersection, then A is C-levelable if and only if A has no 
maximal proper hard core with respect o C (In the polynomial-time case, a set is 
P-levelable if and only if it is almost P-immune, but this fact does not generalize 
to arbitrary classes.) 
Section 4 contains the main result, the characterization of the lattice of proper 
hard cores of a set with respect o a countable class that is closed under finite union 
and finite variation. It is shown that for any set A and any class C, the lattice of 
proper hard cores of A with respect o C is isomorphic to one of the three lattices 
described by Orponen: the one-point lattice, the lattice of the powerset of s*, or 
the special lattice, 9~/‘9@“‘. Thus, the structure of the lattice of proper hard cores 
of a set A relative to a class C does not depend on the class C or on the set A 
itself; rather, it depends on which of the three mutually exclusive relationships 
between A and C holds: either 
(i) A is finite or in C, or 
(ii) A is infinite and not in 
(iii) A is C-levelable. 
In Section 5 we consider a 
structure merges. 
We assume that the reader 
computability theory and with 
C and not C-levelable. e * 
few extensions to other situations where a lattice 
is familiar with elementary automata theory and 
the properties of complexity classes such as and 
NP. Unless explicitly noted to the contrary, all strin are taken over the alphabet 
C = (0, 1). The set of all such strings is denoted by C*. Each class 
infinite collection of subsets of C*. For a set A the complement 
X*) is denoted A. For a string x, the length of x is denote 
of a set A is denoted by IjAIl. The set of natural numbers is de 
2. The existence of bard co 
Here we review some of the definitions and results from [4]. 
Recall the definition of “complexity core” [9]: a set H is a polynomial complexity 
core for a recursive set A not in P if, for every polynomial p and every algorithm 
ar recognizing A, CT’S running time on x exceeds ~(1x1) for all but finitely many 
x E H. A complexity core H for A is proper if H G A. 
Du, Isako-vitz, and Russo [6] have shown that an infinite subset H is an infinite 
proper polynomial complexity core for A if and only if, for every set D G A, DE P 
implies D n H is finite. The following fact (Lemma 2.1 of [4]) improves this slightly. 
Prqmsition 2.1. An in#nite set H is a polynomial complexity core for a recursive set 
Aifandonlyif,fore~rysetD~PwithDrAorDr& DnHisjinite. 
This result provides motivation for the following general definition. 
Notation 2.2. Let C be a class of sets. For any set A, let CA denote {C E C 1 C G A}. 
Definition 2.3. Let C be a class of sets. A set H is a hard core for A with respect to 
C if, for every C E CA, C n H is finite. If, in addition, H is a subset of A, then H 
is a proper hard core. 
Notice that this definition lets every finite set be a hard core for A with respect 
to C This is contrary to the situation for polynomial complexity cores where cores 
are always infinite. But in the more general situation, this assumption is very useful 
for avoiding certain technical problems. 
The general existence theorem is Theorem 2.7 of 143. 
position 2.4. Let C be a countably infinite class of countable sets of strings. An 
infiolite set A has an infinite proper hard core with respect o C if and only [f A is not 
a finite union of a finite set and some sets in C. 
f. Suppose that A is not a finite union of a finite set and some 
the union of all sets in CA. If A - B is infinite, then A - B is an 
with respect o so assume that A - B is finite. 
ntable and so it n be enumerated as C, , C,, . . . . 
of generohed complexity cores 107 
Foreachk>O,let Dp=U{CiIl~idi)sot 
and, for every C E CA, there exists an i such 
are infinitely many k’s such that Dk f +t so that there exists an a& 
= {ak 1 Dk # Dk+t} is an infinite subset of A. It is easy to show that 
P hard core for A with respect o C 
The converse is trivial. q 
0~ version of the neral existence theorem that is useful is here stated as follows. 
Propition %!L Let c be 
union and finite variation. 
with respect to C. 
a countably infinite class of sets that is closed under finite 
Eve9 injinite set not in C has an infinite proper hzrd core 
It is shown in [4] that the conditions that C be count ble and closed under finite 
union and finite variation are necessary conditions for Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 to 
hold. 
Proposition 2.5 is very general. Nothing is said about the set being recursive or 
about the proper hard core being obtained effectively from the set. Nothing is said 
about the class C being recursively presented or being made up of recursive sets 
or being effectively closed under union or under finite variation. Thus, as applica- 
tions, there are the following examples: 
(i) Every nonarithmetic set A has a proper hard core with respect o the class 
’ of arithmetic sets. 
. 
(ii) Let PH be the union of the classes in the polynomial-time hierarchy, PH = 
UnaO Xz. Suppose that PSPACE # PH. Then every set A in PSPACE - PH has a proper 
hard core with respect o PH. 
(iii) Every set A that is not regular has a proper hard core with respect o the 
class of regular sets. 
In the case of polynomial complexity cores, Lynch’s proof shows that if A is a 
recursive set, then A has an infinite polynomial complexity core that is also recursive. 
This fact can be generalized in the following way [4, Theorem 2.101. 
Proposition 2.6. Let C be a recursively enumerable class of recursive sets that is closed 
under finite union and under$nite variation. Any ite recursive set A not in has 
an infinite recursive proper hard core with respect to e effectively described 
from an effective numeration of the classes in C and an algorithm to recognize strings 
in A). 
Another topic studied in [4] was the density of hard cores, ne of the interesting 
questions regarding polynomial complexity cores was whether such a core could 
be “nonsparse.” Recall t a set S is sparse if there exists a polynomial p such 
that, for all n 2 0, /{x E 1 s n}ll ~p( n). Since every subset of a wre is again a 
core, if a set has an infinite polynomial complexity core, then it has an infinite 
number of sparse polynomial complexity cores. Balckar and Schiining [l] showed 
that there exist sets not in P that have ndnsparse proper polynomial complexity 
cores; later, Orponen and SchGning 114) characte xed the class of nmwsive sets 
that have nonsparse polynomial complexity cores. Going beyon 
dering other restricti ns on the density of 
out the density of proper hard cores [ Theorems 3.2 and 3.33. 
These results a ery technical and are not used in the development of the main 
t paper and so are omitted. 
union of two hard cores is a core every subset of a core 
9 it is useful to have some notation r collections of cores. 
be a class of sets and let A be an infinite set not in C For any 
c B1 W is a proper hard core of A with respect o C}; let 
y set B, let Yz(B) = {H s B 1 H is recursive and H is a proper 
hard core of ,4 with respect o C); let Y,” = Y:(A). 
The main results in the present paper focus on the structure of the collection of 
proper hard cores of a set A with respect o an appropriate C” that is, on the classes 
r,“. By considering inclusion modulo finite differences, a partial order is induced 
on the equivalence classes of the subsets of Z*, where two sets are considered to 
be equivalent if their symmetric difference is finite. This partial order induces a 
lattice structure on the collection of equivalence classes of the powerset of C*. For 
any appropriate class C and set A, the class r,” of proper hard cores of A with 
respect o C forms an ideal of this lattice and, hence, forms a sublattice. It is the 
structure of this lattice af proper hard cores, depending on A’s relationship with 
C, which is the primary focus of the present paper. To a lesser extent we consider 
the class 1’2 of a recursive proper hard cores of A with respect o C Other lattices 
are considered in ction S. 
3. ity, and levelability 
In this section w investigate the properties of “immunity” and “levelability” of 
sets and relate t to the notions of hard core. 
A set is P-imm if it has no infinite subset in P. A set is bi-immune for P if 
both the set and it mplement are P-immune. 
Balckar and SC ng [I] observed that a set is P-immune if and only if it is a 
polynomial complexity core for itself, and that a set is bi-immune for P if and only 
if it has C * as a polynomial complexity core. By Proposition 2.1, a proper polynomial 
complexity core of a set must be P-immune, but in general the converse does not 
hold- Du, Isa nd Russo [6] developed a characterization of those recursive 
P-immune subset a given recursive set that are proper polynomial complexity 
cores of that se result is as follows. 
Let A be a recursive set. Suppose that is a recursive subset of 
Then 8 is a proper polynomial complexity core for 
YE-,. 
We are interested in the extension of Lese notions to the more 
That is the first task in this section; the results will be used in t 
generalization of the notions of “almost P-immune” sets and sets that 
levelable,” 
3.1. Let C be a class of sets. An in 
infinite subset in C. An infinite, co-infinite set is bi-immune _Tot 
and its complement are C-immune, 
It is clear that if A is not in C and if H is a hard core for A with respect o C, 
then H is C-immune. Further, if B is any C-immune set, then, for any C E 
infinite implies C A I# is rot in C We consider the opposite property. To do this 
we introduce a property that appears to be artificial but turns out to be very useful. 
Definition 3.2. Let C be a class of sets. A subset B of A is a C-soft subset of A if 
for any C E CA, C n B infinit; implies that C A B is in C 
Soft subsets in C-immune sets, and hard cores with respect o C have the 
following simple relationship. 
Proposition 33. Let C be a countable class o$ sets that is closed under finite union 
and underjnite variation. Let A be a set not in 6. For any set H G A, H is an infinite 
proper hard core of A with respect to C if and only if H is both C-immune and C-soft. 
The next theorem is a useful generalization of a result of Du, Isakowitz, and 
Russo [6] having to do with the class of proper polynomial complexity cores of a 
set that are themselves recursive sets. 
Theorem 3.4. Let C be a countable class of sets that is closed under finite union and 
finite variation. Let A be an in$nite set not in C and let B be a subset of A. If B is a 
C-soft subset of A, then r,“(B) = I$. Further, if C is closed under finite intersection, 
then r,“(B) = rg implies that B is a C-soft subset of A. 
f. Since B z A, CB G CIA, and SO r:(B) c rg. Suppose that r,“( 
that there exists a proper hard core H for B with respect o 
hard core for k with respect us, there is a set C E 
infinite, and SO Hn(BnC)= n C = H n C is infinite., and t 
infinite. Since B is C-soft and 
and, hence, in Cs. But H i 
B n C in CB implies H n (B n C) is finite, a contradiction. 
ow assume that C is closed under intersection. We will show that if B is n 
A, then f z(B) # I’:. Thus we assume that there exists 
is infinite and COrr B is not in CB. 
a set not in CD, there exists a proper 
respect o C& Now Hc_C,nB, so E&Co and 
infinite, W IC CO implies W is not in r,” and, hence, is not in 
not in r,“, then there e 
A C) is infinite since 
however 
(C,nB)nC=Can( nC)=G,nC, 
so COn C E C, which meaus (Con B) 17 C E C, contradicting the fact that H is 
a proper hard core for COn with respect o CD. EI 
We can characterize those C-immune sets that are proper 
3.5. Let c 6e a counta elms of sets that is d’k3~d underfinite union, jhite 
irttmection, andjbite oar&ion. Let A be a set root ia% 62 and let H G A be C-immune. 
lhen H is a proper hd core of A with respect to C ifand ml” ifrT(A- H) = rz-,. 
show that H is a C-soft subset of A if and only if A C- H is a C-soft 
soR subset of A. Since H is C-immune, this 
C n H is finite and so C n (A - H) is infinite. Since 
- N) is in C because C is closed under finite 
C,. Thus, A - H is a C-soft subset of A. The 
E if and only if H is a C-soft (by Proposition 
bset of A if and only if rz(A - H) = l& 
be obtained by restricting attention to the 
lass of recursive sets that is closed under 
e recursive set not in C, and 
soft subset of A, Y,“(B) = YE. Also, 
g implies that B is a C-soft 
m 3.5, that is, if H G A is 
is a proper hard core for A with respect o C if 
~~~~~ ieoelable (p-levelable) if, for any algorithm cy 
ial p, tilere is an algorithm /3 and a polynomial 
ns in time q(lxl) on infinitely many strings 
ic idea appeared in wo 
oore [8], the term “p nomrally levelable” was intro 
Orponen, Russo, and Schiining [ 123; they proved that if P # N 
(i.e., invertibly paddable) NP-complete sets are polynomial evelable. Independently, 
Ko [7] introduced the notion of “p-levelable” and “R-levelable” (where R denotes 
the class of random polynomial sets) and investigated whether invertibly paddable 
sets are p-levelable and R-levek~le. Related results have been develo sso 
[lj’, 161. 
Let C be a countable class of sets. A set A is CXewlabie if, for any 
C E C’, there exists a C’E CA such that C’- C is an infinite set. 
Let A be a set. With respect o a class C, a proper recursive hard core 
maximal if, for any proper recursive hard core H’ of A, H’- H is finite. 
We have a useful characterization theorem fo: C-levelable sets. 
Theorem 3.7. Let C be a countable class of sets that is c?o undesjinite union, jnite 
intersection, and finite variation. A set A is C-lewlable if and only if A has no maximal 
proper hard core. 
Proof. Clearly, A is @-levelable if and tnly if&i has no maximal subset in C (module 
finite variations). 
If A has a maximal proper hard core H, then A-H must be in C For otherwise, 
there is a proper hard core G for A-H with respect o C. By Theorem 3.5, G is 
also a proper hard core for A. Then H n G witnesses that H is not maximal, a 
contradiction. Hence, A - H is in C It is clear that A - H is a maximal subset of 
A in C This means that A is not C-levelable. 
If A is not C-levelable, then A has a maximal subset D in C, and it is easy to 
verify that A - D must be an infinite proper hard core of A and that A - D is C-soft. 
If H is any proper hard core of A, then H c A and H n D is finite, so that H - (A - D) 
is finite. Hence, A - D is a maximal proper hard core of A. El 
How can a set not in P fail to be P-immune? Orponen and Schiining [ 131 considered 
sets that can be viewed as disjoint unions of P-immune sets and sets in P; such sets 
are almost P-immune. They proved that a set A is almost P-immune if and only if 
A has a maximal proper polynomial complexity core, i.e., A is not p-levelable. Ko 
[7] found that if we generalize this notion to the class R, then the similar relation 
between “almost R-immune” and “R-levelable” does not hold. 
Let C be a class of sets. A set &?I is 
mune or A is the disjoint union of a set in 
or 
Let C be a countable class of sets that is under finite union and 
finite variation. Let A be a set not in ble, then A .z almost 
us, C C-soft subset of A. Ihtendin 
lies that H=A-C is &ok Since k&A, H 
being C-soft implies this implies that H 
In this section we estddish the main results. 
Define the bin 43 if (A-B)w(B-A) is finite. It is 
E 0). We sometinxs 
s S*} by A, v &= =(A, w AZ). Define a 
*} by A, s A, if Aa - A2 is finite. 
the operation v is commutative, associative, and idempotent 
is a partial order on {A: A c Z*}. 
s S*} a latke structure. For every set B s C , 
the case of a mzd 1 proper hard core, no proper hard core can take up a special 
e; for any two proper hard cores, there is an automorphism 
ets that is closed underjinite unio 
e Q set not is 
Since A is not Glevelabfe, CA # JfCECanda 
A=U{C(CEC& Since C is untable, CA is 
enumerated as C,, Czr.. *. Let Dk=t:{Cjil~i~k}.Then 
(i) for evecv k I.& G Dk+t, and 
(ii) for every C E CA, there exists a k such that C c IIke 
claim that, for infinitely many k, Dk # D k+l. For otherwise, there exists a j such 
, for every k -‘j, Dk = Dj SO that A = 1-j {C 1 C E C,], contradicting the hypothesis 
that A is not in C 
Consider the sequence { Dk}Fz I. We claim that for infinitely many k, Dk+, - DA 
is infinite. For if Dk+ l - Dk is finite for aII but finitely many k, then there exists a i 
such that kaj implies Dk+* - Dk is finite, and since for every E C,+ there exists 
an i such tha; C s Di, we see that C - Di is finite for every C E ; this means that 
Bj is a maximal element of &, so that A is not C-IevelabIe, by Thewem 3.7, 
contradicting the hypothesis. 
To obtain the desired sequence @i}izI 9 delete from the sequence {Dk)ka I those 
sets Dk+, such that Dh+l - Dk is finite. El 
Now we have one of the principal results. 
Let C be a countable class of sets that is 
n. Let A be a set itot in If both .a, and 
maximal, then there exists Q lattice a~t~rn~~~~~s~~ 7 of 
under finite union and 
=q$) but are not 
There are two cases. 
Case 1: A is no 
114 RV. Book, D.-Z. h 
1. Without loss of gen 
are infinite. Since &, fi2 are not maximal, 
there exists a bijection :M-,M such that g(H,)= 
Define 7: =(r,“)+ =( ) by r(fi) = g(G), where g 
that 7 is well-defined and each of e following hold: 
(a) &) = g(lf,) = I$; 
(b) for C,, C&E =(rz)9 
T(C1 v &) = T(=$G, U G2$) = g((G, w Gz)) 
=g(z’,)vg(~~>=7(el)v7(~*) 
(c) for Cl, G-, E =(rz), 6, s & implies that G1 - G2 is finite, for g( G,) - g( Gz) = 
g( GI - Gz) is finite and, hence, ~(6~) s ~(6~). 
That g is bijective implies that 7 is bijective. Properties (a), (b), and (c) show 
that T is the desired lattice automorphism. 
Case 2: A is C-levelable. Consider any fi,, a2 in =e(rz) that are not maximal. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that HI and Hz are infinite subsets of A. 
There exists a bijection 8: HI + Hz. Let { C,)ka, be the sequence in CA described 
in Lemma 4.2. For each k, let Dk=(Ck-Hk)d(CknH,); since C&C’* and 
HI, HUE r,“, both C’k n HI and Ck n H2 are finite, so that Dk is infinite. The 
properties of { Cr-} ((a)-(c) of Lemma 4.2) imply that { Dk}kal satisfies each of the 
following: 
(i) Dk=(Ck-- _) u etck n 4) E wk n HI) = Dk+, ; 
(ii) for every ka I, Dk+, - Dk is infinite and D1 is infinite. 
For any C E C,, there exists an t such that C s Dr. 
f. There exists an s such that C c C,. Note that 
since CA is not empty. Hence, 
c,nH,=e(H,)=e u (cknHl) = u e(cknHl). 
ka1 > kz=l 
But Ck n Hz is finite, so there exists a t such that 
Let r = max{s, t}. Then 
CsG,=(C,-H,)u(C,n )s(C,-H,)ue(C,nH,) 
e claim is proved. 
Strucwe of generalized complexity cores 
Since both (C;,, -C&-H, and (Dk+,-Dk)- are infinite, we can extend 8 
to a bijection from A to A such that 
NC C&+* -C,J-H,)=(Dk+,-D+H2. 
Hence, for all S 6( Ck) = Dk. Let T: =(rz) + =(rz) be defined by *(A) = @(A). 
Since fi E =( r,“) if and only if H E r,” if and only if, for all k, H n Ck is finite if 
and only if, for all k, II@(H) n Dk II= II 6( H n Ck)ll is finite if an only if &I( &) E 
=(rz), we conclude that 7 is well-defined. Just as in Case E, T is a lattice- 
automorphism with &) = &. Cl 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is an extension and generalization of Orponen’s proof 
in [lo, 111 that if A and B are recursive and not almost P-immune, then =(ri) and 
=(ri) are lattice-isomorphic. We can extend Orponen’s result re 
classification of ideal structures. By an argument quite similar to that used in the 
proof of Theorem 4.3, one can establish the following fact. 
Theorem 4.4. Let C be a countable class of sets that is closed under Jnite union and 
finite variation. If both A and B are C-levelable, then &for any HA E r,” and Hs E rg, 
there xists a lattice-isomorphism mapping = (rz) onto =( l$) that takes HA onto HB. 
It follows from Theorem 4.4 that for any two Clevelable sets the lattices of proper 
hard cores must be isomorphic. hnoreover, for any non-Clevelable set, there are 
only two cases: it contains no infinite proper hard core, or it contains a maximal 
proper hard core; in either case, the structure of the lattice of proper hard cores is 
clear. To describe the lattice of proper hard cores of a C-levelable set, we define a 
lattice *U/#U) as follows. 
Let 9 be the lattice of finite subsets of C* with operations A and G defined by 
F1 A F2 = FI u F2 and FI s F, if and only if FI c_ F,. Denote F = {F 1 F is a sequence 
{Fk}kzl where Fk E S} and go) = {FE SU 1 Fk # 8 for only finite many k E N}. Define 
two operations v and G on 9“’ by (F v F’)k = F, v Fi and F s F’ if and only if 
Fk s Fi for all k Then 9@ is a lattice with these two operations, and @” is an 
ideal of 9Y 
The next lemma is due to Orponen [1 l] and Du [S]. 
25. The lattice W/9’“’ is not countably generated. 
Now we can classify the lattice structure of the proper hard cores with respect 
to C for an arbitrary set. Since for an arbitrary class C it is not necessarily the case 
that a set is almost immune if and only if it is not levelable, this is the strongest 
result possible. 
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(a) If A is jFnite or in C, then =e(rx) is lattice-isomqphic to 3. 
(b) If A is intnite and not in Cand not C%velabl~, then =r(rz) is lattice-iso 
to the lattice 161 B G F). 
(c) If A is We&able, then =( r,“) is lattice-isomorphic to 
Both (a) and (b) are trivial. To prove (c), let { Ck aI be the sequence in 
mma 4.2. For a set H c A, H is a proper hard core of if and only if H n Ck 
is finite for all k E N if and only if H n (Ck+, - Ck) is finite for all k E IV. For each 
k let.&: (ck+l - ck ) + c IF be the natural projection. 
SW by f(H)={fk(Hn(Ck+l-Ck))}k~l. Since f( 
isomorphism from =(rz) to pJ@“! q 
Recall that in Corollaries 3.4 and 4.2 of [ 111, Orponen showed that, for any 
recursive set SL, 
(a) if A is in P, then r: is isomorphic to 8, 
(b) if A is not in P but A is almost P-immune, then rz is isomorphic to 
{~~BEJZ*}, and 
(c) if A is not almost P-immune, then rz is isomorphic to W”/#? 
The proof of Theorem 4.6 is very similar to those given by Orponen but the result 
is much more general. In Theorem 4.6 the set A need not be recursive and the class 
is an arbitrary countabk c&s of sets that is closed under finite union and finite 
variation. Thus, the structure of the lattice of proper hard cores of a set A relative 
to a class C depends on which of the three mutually exclusive relationships between 
A and C holds; either 
(i) A is finite or in C, or 
(ii) A is infinite and not in C and not C-levelable, or 
(iii) A is C-levelable. 
Combining this observation with the fact that any proper polynornkl complexity 
core is a proper hard core with respect to P allows us to make the following 
conclusion. 
3. Let C be a countable class of sets that is closed underjnite union and 
te variation. Let A and B be two sets. 
is finite or in C and B is in P, then+ r,“) is lattice-isomorphic to =r (ri); 
(b) If A is infinite and not in C and not levelable, and if B is almost P-immune 
but not in P, then =(rz)is lattice-isomorphic to =(I$); 
(c) If A is C-levelable and B is not almost P-immune, then =(rz) is lattice- 
isomorphic to =(TL). 
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P-immune set is very complex since it has only finite P-approximations, but this 
means that the structure of the collection of P-approximations of a P-immune set 
is trivial. 
Russo and Orponen [ 173 investigated the classes =( PA) for arbitrary sets A s E*. 
They found that these classes form lattices under the operations v and G. Once 
again only three types of lattices were possible. 
(a) If A is finite P-immune, then =(pA) is lattice-isomorphic to 8. 
(b) If A is almos une but not P-immune, then =r(PJ is lattice-isomorphic 
to the countable com,slemented distributive (Boolean) lattice 48 that has no 
atoms (up to isomorphism there is only one such lattice). 
(c) If A is not almost P-immune, then =(PJ is isomorphic to 9@). 
Notice that while th ices a and 9ra/!4@‘) occur when considering the lattices 
of proper hard cores, ttice 48 is not the same as the lattice {r? 1 B s X*)-the 
former is countable while the latter is u countable. Recall that every infinite subset 
of a core is again a core so that there are situations where rc and, hence, =(rz) 
are uncountable while P, PA, and, hence, *(PA) are countable. 
More generally, one might consider a class C and an arbitrary set A c_ C* and 
investigate the structure of =( CA). It turns out that if is a class of recursive sets 
that is closed under the Boolean operations and is closed under intersection with 
sets that are accepted deterministically in real time and logarithmic space, then 
=( CA) forms a lattice trader the operations v and s, and for any set A the same 
three lattices occur. 
(a) If A is finite or A is C-immune, then = ( CA) is lattice-isomorphic to & 
(b) If A is not C- ievelable and not C-immune, then =( CA) is lattice-isomorphic 
to 48. 
(c) If A is C-levelable, then =( CA) is isomorphic to 9’“‘. 
Another variation is to consider the class Yz of proper recursive polynomial 
complexity cores of an arbitrary recursive set A. Again, =( Yz) forms a lattice under 
the operations v and G and the same three lattices occur. 
The proofs of the above facts can be found in [ 161 and [ 171. 
Now we consider a different type of extension. Again we have a countable class 
C of sets and a set A. 
Let n,” = {B 1 there is a set C E CA such that B c C}. If C is closed under finite 
union and finite variation, then =(n,“) = (6 1 B E n,“} is a lattice under the operations 
v and G From the results in Sections 2 and 3, we see the following facts: 
(i) Let H c A. Then, 
H& e foreveryDElI2, is finite; and, 
H E l7,” 1y1 for every DE r,“, D n H is finite. 
(ii) =(rz) has a maximal element e =(n,“> has a maximal element. 
These facts suggest aduality between =(rz) and ==(a,“>. ut this is not re 
e lattice structure. 
Let C be a countable class of sets that is closed under 
andjnife variation. Then, for any set A, =(rz) is lattice-isomo ic to = 
only if A is a finite set or a disjoint union of an in$nite set i and a 
core of A with respect to C. 
S of the p If A is a finite set or a disjoint union of an infinite set in 
and a proper hard core of A, then it is clear that =(r,“) is lattice-isomorphic to 
+I!?& Otherwise, we consider two cases. 
Case 1: A is not C-levelable. In this case, A is an infinite set in C or an infinite 
C-immune set. Thus, =(rz) =a or =(nz) ==8 but not both. Hence, =(Fz) is not 
lattice-isomorphic to ==( nz). 
Case 2: A is C-levelable. By Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 4.6, = (rz) is not countably 
generated. However, =r(n,“) is generated by {e 1 C E CA}. Therefore, =(rE) is not 
lattice-isomorphic to =(nz). III 
There are other open questions. Let C be a countable class that is closed under 
finite union and under finite variation. Suppose that C is a recursively enumerable 
class of recursive sets. 
(i) If A and B are recursive C-levelable sets, are =( Y,“) and =( Yg) lattice- 
isomorphic? 
(ii) If A is a recursive C-levelable set, is =( Y,‘) symmetric? 
(iii) If A is a recursive C-levelable set, is =( Y,“) lattice-isomorphic to =(J22)? 
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